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Abstract
BACKGROUND: The maturity of the corneocyte envelope (CE)

provides information about the barrier functionality of the stratum

corneum (SC). Corneocytes are enclosed by the CE, a protein-lipid

matrix, contributing to mechanical resistance and hydrophobicity

of the SC.

OBJECTIVES: The aim of the work was to develop a novel and

robust approach to characterize CE maturity based on rigidity,

hydrophobicity and surface area. This offers an alternative

approach to the Nile red staining and antigenicity of involucrin to

characterize the CE. The photoexposed (PE) cheek and photopro-

tected (PP) post-auricular sites were selected for investigation.

METHODS: Nine tape strips were obtained from the cheek and

post-auricular sites of healthy Caucasians. CEs on the first and last

tape strip were subjected to sonication to assess rigidity, and Nile

red staining to determine hydrophobicity per unit surface area. In

addition, the presence of involucrin and lipids was assessed to

determine CE maturity by examination of the red/green pixel ratio,

percentage of involucrin expressing CEs and alternatively the ratio

of fluorescence density.

RESULTS: The CE rigidity was lower in the deeper SC layers of the

cheek, whereas post-auricular CEs were mechanically more resis-

tant. Post-auricular CEs from the superficial SC had a larger surface

area with a stronger fluorescence signal than those from the cheek.

Interestingly, those CEs from the deeper SC layers had similar sur-

face areas in both anatomical sites but were significantly different

in hydrophobicity. These three parameters can be summarized as a

relative CE maturity index that expresses CE maturity more pre-

cisely with a higher sensitivity than the conventional involucrin

and Nile red staining approach. CEs of the cheek surface are more

mature than CEs in the deeper SC layer, whereas CEs obtained from

the post-auricular surface are more mature than those from the

cheek surface.

CONCLUSION: The combined method developed allows characteri-

zation of CE maturity based on hydrophobicity per unit surface

area and rigidity rather than a simple ratio of lipid to involucrin. A

more robust and sensitive measurement has therefore been devel-

oped addressing the limitations of earlier protocols.

R�esum�e
CONTEXTE: la maturit�e de l’enveloppe corn�ee (EC) fournit des

informations sur la fonction de barri�ere de la couche corn�ee (CC).

Les corn�eocytes sont entour�es par l’EC, une matrice prot�eo-lipidi-

que, qui contribue �a la r�esistance m�ecanique et �a l’hydrophobicit�e
de la CC.

OBJECTIFS: l’objectif de ce travail �etait de d�evelopper une nouvelle

approche robuste pour caract�eriser la maturit�e de l’EC d’apr�es la

rigidit�e, l’hydrophobicit�e et la surface. Il s’agit d’une approche

alternative �a la coloration au rouge de Nil et �a l’antig�enicit�e de

l’involucrine pour caract�eriser l’EC. Des joues photoexpos�ees (PE) et

des sites post-auriculaires photoprot�eg�es (PP) ont �et�e s�electionn�es
pour l’�etude.

M�ETHODES: neuf bandelettes ont �et�e obtenues �a partir de la joue

et des sites post-auriculaires de personnes caucasiennes en bonne

sant�e. Les EC de la premi�ere et de la derni�ere bandelette ont �et�e
soumises �a une sonication afin d’�evaluer la rigidit�e, et �a une colo-

ration au rouge de Nil pour d�eterminer l’hydrophobicit�e par unit�e

de surface. De plus, la pr�esence d’involucrine et de lipides a �et�e
�evalu�ee afin de d�eterminer la maturit�e de l’EC en examinant le rap-

port de pixels rouge/vert, le pourcentage d’EC exprimant

l’involucrine et de fac�on alternative le rapport de la densit�e de fluo-

rescence.

R�ESULTATS: la rigidit�e de l’EC �etait inf�erieure dans les couches les

plus profondes de la CC de la joue, alors que les EC post-auricu-

laires �etaient m�ecaniquement plus r�esistantes. Les EC post-auricu-

laires provenant de la CC superficielle avaient une surface plus

large avec un signal de fluorescence plus intense que celles prove-

nant de la joue. Il est int�eressant de noter que les EC des couches

les plus profondes de la CC avaient des surfaces similaires dans les

deux sites anatomiques, mais que leur hydrophobicit�e �etait sensi-

blement diff�erente. Ces trois param�etres peuvent être r�esum�es par

un indice de maturit�e de l’EC relatif qui exprime la maturit�e de l’EC

plus pr�ecis�ement avec une sensibilit�e plus �elev�ee que l’approche uti-

lisant l’involucrine et la coloration au rouge de Nil. Les EC de la

surface de la joue sont plus matures que les EC situ�ees dans la cou-

che la plus profonde de la CC, alors que les EC obtenues �a partir de

la surface post-auriculaire sont plus matures que celles provenant

de la surface de la joue.

CONCLUSION: la m�ethode combin�ee d�evelopp�ee permet de

caract�eriser la maturit�e de l’EC d’apr�es l’hydrophobicit�e par unit�e

de surface et la rigidit�e plutôt qu’un simple rapport de lipides sur
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involucrine. Une mesure plus robuste et plus sensible a donc �et�e
d�evelopp�ee pour r�epondre aux limites des protocoles pr�ec�edents.

Introduction

The skin has a unique homeostatic mechanism to maintain its

integrity and barrier function. Epidermal stem cells in the basal

layer differentiate into keratinocytes and migrate upwards towards

the stratum corneum (SC) whereas changing dramatically in mor-

phology and biochemistry. Keratinocytes become corneocytes when

the cell nucleus and organelles have disintegrated, and lipid-filled

lamellar bodies are released into the extracellular matrix [1]. In

corneocytes, keratins are stabilized by disulphide bonds [2] and are

aggregated with the aid of filaggrin [3] which drives the collapse of

the ‘ghost’ cell into a flat polygonal shape [1]. Gradually, various

structural proteins such as loricrin and involucrin are cross-linked

by transglutaminases (TGases) to provide mechanical strength and

replace the plasma cell membrane of keratinocytes with an insol-

uble corneocyte envelope (CE) [4]. Immature CEs maturate with

the covalent attachments of ceramides and fatty acids to involucrin

and loricrin, possibly being mediated by TGase1 creating a

hydrophobic coating. Additionally, those bound lipids may stabilize

and strengthen the mechanical resistance of the CEs [5].

Nomarski contrast microscopy of CEs from different depths of the

SC allowed the identification of two populations of CEs. These were

characterized as immature ‘fragile’ CEs (CEf) in the deeper SC layers

and mature ‘rigid’ CEs (CEr) in the superficial SC layers [6]. This

finding was further confirmed by mechanical micromanipulation

experiments where a higher force was needed to collapse the CEs

from the SC surface compared to those from the deeper SC layers

[7]. A further difference could be identified via Nomarski contrast

microscopy and a tetramethylrhodamine isothiocyanate (TRITC)

staining which binds to proteins and peptides thereby allows a

non-selective visualization of CEs. Interestingly, the mechanically

stabile CEr has shown a higher TRITC fluorescence intensity than

the CEf [7].

Sonication is an alternative approach to the micromanipulation

method to investigate the mechanical resistance of the CE which

was developed to identify fragile envelopes in loricrin and 12R-

lipoxygenase knock-out mouse models [8, 9]. Sonic waves of vibra-

tion are created in an ultrasonic bath which transmits the ultra-

sonic energy through the water into the samples. This method

challenges the mechanical resistance of the CEs by shear forces to

determine their rigidity and helps to distinguish CEf and CEr in a

population of corneocytes.

In most recent years, the standard technique for assessing CE

maturity has been based on the image analysis of visualized CE-

bound lipids via Nile red staining combined with an immunostaining

for the CE structural protein, involucrin. In the original protocol, CE

maturity was expressed as a percentage of involucrin positive (+) CEs
[10], whereas later studies adapted the measurement of red and

green pixels to generate a ratio [11, 12]. The immunostaining and

image analysis approaches have a number of limitations. For exam-

ple, variation in the involucrin expression in different skin conditions

may change the results obtained for CE maturity dramatically [10,

13]. Also, studies are not quantitatively comparable between the dif-

ferent methods [10]. Moreover, immunostaining may have draw-

backs arising from variations in protocols that might have an effect

on the antibody binding capacity or CE morphology such

as increased risk for dehydration during various incubation steps

[10–12]. However, both analytical methods are associated with high

standard errors and coefficients of variation.

In this study, we investigated CE maturity in photoexposed (PE)

cheek and photoprotected (PP) post-auricular sites in healthy Cau-

casians while introducing a new and robust approach based on CE

rigidity, hydrophobicity and surface area to characterize relative CE

maturity (RCEM). Sonication was applied to examine the mechanical

resistance of CEs and to distinguish between CEf and CEr whereas the

Nile red staining method was assessed as the red fluorescence signal

per surface area of the CEs. This approach was compared to previ-

ously reported methodology. In addition, the SC integrity, cohesion

and thickness were assessed to determine correlations between

transepidermal water loss (TEWL), protein content and CE maturity.

Materials and Methods

Study design

The study protocol was approved by the UCL Research Committee

and the NHS London-Bromley Research Committee (Reference: 16/

LO/1672). Caucasian healthy subjects (Fitzpatrick skin phototype

II/III) were recruited without a history of skin disease who signed

informed consent prior to participation in the study. The volunteers

are seven females and males each in age 30 � 4 years, median

age 28 years, and were informed not to use any skin creams for at

least 15 days before the SC sampling. The acclimatized skin

(21 � 1°C; 35 � 5% relative humidity) of volunteers was gently

cleaned and allowed to dry at room temperature before TEWL mea-

surements and tape stripping.

Tape stripping and determination of SC integrity, cohesion and

thickness

Nine successive standard D-Squame� tapes (diameter: 2.2 cm;

area: 3.8 cm2) (CuDerm Corporation, Dallas, TX, USA) were col-

lected from the same area from all subjects. The sample collection

was performed from the PE cheek (3 cm beneath the outer edge

of the eye) and the PP post-auricular site (close to the earlobe).

The pressure device provided by CuDerm Cooperation was used

to apply 225 g cm�2 pressure for 5 s with intervals of 20 � 5 s

between each tape [14] whereas each tape was removed with a

single movement. The samples were stored at �80°C until CE

isolation.

Transepidermal water loss was measured (Aquaflux AF102, Biox

Systems Ltd. London, UK) at baseline and 30 � 5 s after the third,

sixth and ninth tape stripping. The amount of protein collected

from the SC was measured for infrared absorption (%) at 850 nm

using the SquameScanTM 850A (Heiland Electronics GmbH, Wetzler

Germany) and calculated using Eq. (1) [15].

Protein Concentration ðlg cm�1Þ
¼ 1:366� Absorbance ð%Þ � 1:557

ð1Þ

The TEWL measurements at baseline and with disruption of the

barrier by tape stripping plus the amount of collected protein give

information about the SC integrity, cohesiveness and thickness.

The removed amount of SC by weight has been shown to correlate

directly with the inverse TEWL [16]. However, the cumulative pro-

tein amount has been demonstrated a likewise relationship to

determine the theoretical SC protein amount that could have been

collected as well as an estimated SC thickness [17].
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Isolation of CEs

Corneocyte envelope maturity was determined from the first and

ninth tape strip which are referred to as PE1 and PE9 for the cheek

samples and PP1 and PP9 for the post-auricular samples. Each tape

was cut in half to allow the comparison of the two isolation methods

and CE maturity protocols. Half of the tapes were extracted with

750 lL of dissociation buffer containing 100 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0,

5 mM EDTA, 2% SDS and 20 mM DL-dithiothreitol (Sigma Aldrich,

Dorset, UK). Tapes were immersed in the dissociation buffer at 75°C
for 10 min, shaken for 3 min at 1000 rpm room temperature and

centrifuged for 10 min at 5000 g. The extracted CEs were washed by

repeating the procedure three times in dissociation buffer [12].

The CEs from the other half of the tape were isolated similarly to

the procedure above but with less salt and DL-Dithiothreitol generat-

ing a more gentle dissociation buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0,

5 mM EDTA, 2% SDS and 10 mM DL-Dithiothreitol) and a washing

buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 5 mM EDTA, 0.2% SDS and 10 mM

DL-Dithiothreitol) [8]. However, CEs collected from both isolation

protocols were suspended in 19 PBS buffer (Thermo Fisher Scien-

tific, Hertfordshire, UK) instead of SDS containing buffers to allow a

clear fluorescence signal without artefacts in the imaging progress.

Immunostaining for involucrin and Nile red staining for lipids

Isolated CEs obtained via the described extraction protocol [11] were

placed onto polysine-coated microscope slides (VWR international

Ltd, Leicestershire, UK) each with 5 lL of CE suspension; this was car-

ried out three times for each sample. Primary monoclonal antibody

(1:100; mouse anti-human involucrin Cy5, Cambridge Biosciences,

Cambridge, UK) was incubated overnight in a humidified chamber at

4°C. The antibody solution was washed with PBS three times for

5 min before adding the secondary antibody (1:100; FITC-coupled

rabbit anti-mouse IgG, H&L chain, ABCAM PLC, Cambridge, UK) for

1 h at room temperature (in the dark) [10]. Slides were washed with

PBS (three times for 5 min) and mounted with 20 lg mL�1 Nile red

(SigmaAldrich, Dorset, UK) in 75% glycerol solution.

Assessing CE maturity based on rigidity and hydrophobicity per

surface area

Extracted CEs collected from the milder isolation protocol were

divided into 20 lL aliquots with one being exposed to sonication

(44 kHz) for 10 min at 4°C (Grant Instruments Ltd., Cam-

bridgeshire, UK). The sonication was performed similar to a previ-

ously described protocol where a CEs were sonicated (40 kHz) at

different temperatures and exposure times. It was shown that 4°C
seemed to be the best temperature for sonication of CEs in, hence

this temperature was chosen [8]. However, preliminary experi-

ments were performed to determine the ideal exposure time to be

10 min. Sonicated and control CEs (three samples of 5 lL) were

placed on a polysine-coated microscope slides (VWR international

Ltd, Leicestershire, UK) and mounted with 20 lg mL�1 Nile red in

75% glycerol solution to stain the lipid coating on CEs.

Image and data analysis

Nine images were taken in total for each CE sample for both matu-

rity assessment protocols. The fluorescence images were taken at a

109 objective magnification and were analysed via Image J� ver-

sion 1.51j8 (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA);

however, the image analysis differs from the previous reports as

discussed further below.

Images were taken separately of immunostaining for involucrin

and the Nile red staining. These images were analysed with three

different alternatives of image analysis. The percentage of involu-

crin (+) CEs were determined to characterize CE maturity in accor-

dance with the original protocol [10]. The recent analysis is to

generate a red/green ratio from the total red and green pixels con-

tent determined by measuring the Red-Green-Blue (RGB) channels.

In addition, the average CE surface area was determined from the

8-bit converted images where a threshold was set where all CEs

are visible without influencing their size. Watershed was applied to

define CE borders, allowing the detection of CEs with a surface area

of 300–2000 lm2 [11, 12]. Another red/green ratio was created

by measuring the integrated density (fluorescence intensity per sur-

face area) instead of a simple RGB channel measurement.

The images for our novel method were taken to investigate three

different CE parameters. CE rigidity was determined for CEf and CEr
by counting non-sonicated and sonicated CEs according to their

morphological appearance.

CE Rigidity ð%Þ ¼ sonicated CEs

control CEs
� 100 ð2Þ

The CE hydrophobicity (fluorescence density) and surface area

CEs were measured from the non-sonicated CEs. Similar to the pre-

vious method, the images were converted into 8-bit, inversion was

applied to increase resolution, thresholding and watershed were

adjusted. Image J was set to determine a surface area of 300–
2000 lm2, integrated density (fluorescence/surface area), and

saved in the (Region of Interest) ROI manager. Once the CEs are

marked in the ROI manager, individual ‘rigid’ CEs are selected only

to exclude bias from any artefacts, however, then this image was

closed. The original fluorescence image was opened to measure the

fluorescence intensity and the surface area of the marked CEs. Cor-

relating the hydrophobicity per surface area to rigidity (decimal

number) results in the relative CE maturity as shown in Eq. (2)

and expressed in arbitrary unit (AU):

Relative CE Maturity

¼ Fluorescence Density
red pixels

lm2

� �
� Rigidity

ð3Þ

Statistics

Microsoft Excel� (Version 2013) was used for data collection and

determination of the mean � SD and statistical analysis was per-

formed using GraphPad Prism (Version 6). All data passed the

D’Agostino & Pearson normality test hence the statistical differ-

ences were analysed via a one-way ANOVA followed by the Sidak–
Holm post-hoc test. All data are shown as mean � SD (n = 14)

and statistical significance is represented as *P ≤ 0.05, **P ≤ 0.01

or ***P ≤ 0.001, in addition coefficient of variation (CV %) was

determined.

Results

The conventional and alternative approaches to determine CE

maturity via antigenicity of involucrin and lipid staining

The visual comparison for the fluorescence intensity in the superfi-

cial SC layers indicated PP1 have more lipids than PE1 samples. A
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higher population of immature CEs are located in the deeper SC

layers compared to the superficial SC layers. There is a visual differ-

ence in fluorescence signal between PE9 and PP9 samples showing

a relatively greater maturity in the PP samples (Fig. 1).

The percentage of immature CEs (Fig. 2) were determined from

the obtained images of the involucrin and Nile red staining (Fig. 1).

The SC surface of the PE cheek has 40.3 � 21.8% (CV 54%) of

immature CEs which rises to 67.7 � 18.4% (CV 27.1%) of involu-

crin (+) CEs in the PE9 samples (P < 0.01). In the post-auricular

SC surface, 15.8 � 8.9% (CV 56.4%) of the CEs were stained for

involucrin thereby less mature than PE1 (P < 0.05) as well as PP9

samples (P < 0.01). PP9 shows a similar CE maturity to the PE1

samples with 64.4 � 22.8% (CV 35.5%) immature CEs, hence the

PP9 samples are more mature than PE9 samples (P < 0.05).

Measurements of the red and green channel were used to deter-

mine the red/green ratio which corresponds to the CE maturity

(Fig. 3) and confirmed that CEs from the superficial SC layers of

both anatomical sites are more mature than those from the deeper

SC layers. However, PP1 samples showed a significantly greater

(P < 0.01) CE maturity ratio with 12.2 � 4.9 (CV 40.6%) than

5.4 � 4.4 (CV 81.4%) for PE1 samples. As indicated in the images

(Fig. 1), PE9 are less mature with a ratio of 1.7 � 1.6 (CV 97.3%)

than those of PE1, however, the variation is too large to detect any

statistical significance. CEs from the deeper SC of the post-auricular

site are significantly (P < 0.001) less mature 2.2 � 0.8 (CV

36.9%) than PP1 samples. The visual difference in CE populations

between the deeper SC layers of both anatomical sites was not

Figure 2 Percentage of involucrin stained CEs. (n = 14; one-way ANOVA,

post-hoc Sidak–Holm test; *p < 0.05 **p < 0.01, data are shown as

mean�SD).

Figure 3 Determination of CE maturity via red/green fluorescence. Image

analysis for overall red and green channel to determine a ratio. (n = 14;

one-way ANOVA, post-hoc Sidak–Holm test; **<p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001,

data are shown as mean�SD).

Figure 1 Fluorescence images of PE cheek and

PP post-auricular CEs from the superficial and

deeper SC layers. Merged channels of green (in-

volucrin) and red (lipids) fluorescence to visual-

ize mature and immature CEs. PE1 = CEs of

cheek, tape strip 1; PE9 = CEs of cheek, tape

strip 9; PP1 = CEs of post-auricular, tape strip

1; PP9 = CEs of post-auricular, tape strip 9.

Scale bar = 100 lm.
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reflected via the image analysis of the red/green ratio determined

via the RGB channel. Furthermore, the CE surface area was larger

(P < 0.001) for CEs at the superficial layers compared to the deeper

SC layers in both anatomical sides. No differences were found in CE

surface area in the deeper SC layers of the PE cheek and PP post-

auricular sites although those from the PE site were directionally

smaller (Fig. 4).

An alternative image analysis was tested to generate the ratio of

the red and green fluorescence intensity per individual CE surface

area (Fig. 5) Using this approach, the fluorescence density ratio

showed that PE1 is significantly more mature than PE9 (P < 0.001)

and less mature then PP1 (P < 0.001). However, like the original

red/green ratio method, PE9 showed no significant difference in the

ratio of fluorescence density to that of PP9 which were still statisti-

cally less mature than CEs at the surface of the post-auricular SC

(P < 0.01). This approach offered more sensitivity than the red/

green ratio method but the discrimination between sites was still

not clear as the percentage of involucrin (+) CE analysis.

The ‘new’ approach to characterize CE rigidity, hydrophobicity and

surface area

The fluorescence signal from Nile Red staining allows the visual-

ization of the CE lipid coating and their morphology. CEs of PE1

have a higher fluorescence signal than PE9 but less than PP1

samples. Post-auricular CEs from the ninth tape strip have a

distinctly higher fluorescence signal than PE9 but lower com-

pared to CEs from the SC surface of the PP post-auricular site

(Fig. 6).

The count of CEr and CEf gives the percentage of change in CE

rigidity (Eq. (2)) showing that a 10 min sonication treatment

allows a measurement of the resistance to mechanical stress in

both anatomical sites and depths (Fig. 7). At the SC surface, the

CEs have higher rigidity with 78.6 � 8.7% (CV 11.1%) intact CEs

in PE cheek and 85 � 8.7% (CV 10.2%) in PP post-auricular CEs.

The same vibration force revealed that only 43.4 � 6.5% (CV

14.9%) CEs in the deeper SC layers of the PE cheek remain intact

whereas 83.2 � 8.9% (CV 10.7%) of CEs from PP9 were not

affected by sonication (P < 0.001).

Corneocyte envelope hydrophobicity was evaluated by the fluo-

rescence density for red pixels per surface area (Fig. 8) in the sam-

ples without sonication and confirmed the visual observations

(Fig. 6). The PP post-auricular SC surface has CEs with a higher

lipid content resulting in a fluorescence density of 28 392 � 5218

red pixels lm�2 (CV 18.4%) than the CEs in the PE cheek SC sur-

face 16 331 � 3341 red pixels lm�2 (CV 20.5%) (P < 0.001).

Also, CE hydrophobicity was significantly higher at the SC surface

compared to the deeper SC layers in both anatomical sites

(P < 0.001). Similar to the CEs at the surface of the PE cheek SC,

the PE9 samples have a significantly lower fluorescence density

(P < 0.001) with 9239 � 1141 red pixels lm�2 (CV 12.3%) than

PP9 18 134 � 3276 red pixels lm�2 (CV 18.1%).

Surface area was determined for each individual CE from the

first and ninth tape stripping of the PP post-auricular and PE cheek

SC without sonication (Fig. 6). Post-auricular CEs from the SC sur-

face are significantly larger with 1262 � 96 lm2 (CV 7.6%) than

1012 � 116 lm2 (CV 11.5%) from PE cheek SC surface

(P < 0.001). Interestingly, the surface area of CEs from PE9

(836 � 50 lm2, CV 6%) was comparable to the values for PP9

(889 � 106 lm2, CV 12%) in the deeper SC layers (Fig. 9) but sig-

nificantly different in hydrophobicity (P < 0.001) and rigidity

(P < 0.001). Furthermore, the surface areas were larger compared

with the red/green ratio and involucrin (+) CE analysis methods

(P < 0.001).

These three parameters can be expressed as the RCEM by

applying Eq. (3) which allows a comparison between the two

anatomical sites and their surface and deeper SC (Fig. 10) with

a higher sensitivity. Accordingly, PE cheek CEs are significantly

more mature (P < 0.001) at the SC surface (12 735 � 2420

AU, CV 19.1%) than at the deeper SC layers with 4015 � 767

AU (CV 19.1%). CEs at the PP post-auricular surface are more

mature with 24 214 � 5796 AU (CV 23.9%) than

15 051 � 2927 AU (CV 19.4%) in PE1 (P < 0.001) and PP9

(P < 0.001). The RCEM revealed that there is indeed a signifi-

cant difference in CE maturity from the ninth tape strip of the

PE cheek and PP post-auricular (P < 0.001). Although similar

results were obtained compared with the involucrin (+) staining

method, the CV’s and statistical significance were considerably

smaller (P < 0.001).

Figure 4 Surface area of CEs in immunostaining approach. Images were

analysed for their individual surface area values from the involucrin/Nile red

staining. (n = 14; one-way ANOVA, post-hoc Sidak–Holm test;

***p < 0.001, data are shown as mean�SD).

Figure 5 Ratio of red and green fluorescence density. The CE maturity was

determined on red and green pixels within individual CE surface area.

(n = 14; one-way ANOVA, post-hoc Sidak–Holm test; ***p < 0.001, data

are shown as mean�SD).
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SC integrity, cohesion and thickness in PE cheek and PP post-

auricular

Transepidermal water loss and protein measurements were

obtained at baseline and after the 3rd, 6th and 9th tape stripping

to determine SC integrity and cohesion which was used to estimate

SC thickness. PE cheek clearly showed a decreasing trend in protein

levels, whereas the protein content in the PP post-auricular site

remained constant throughout the tape strippings. This is reflected

in the cumulative protein amount for the nine tape strips with

160 � 10 lg cm�2 (CV 6.25%) from the PP post-auricular SC but

132 � 11 lg cm�2 (CV 8.3%) of the PE cheek site (P < 0.001). A

comparison of inverse TEWL values and cumulative protein

amount was plotted to determine the maximum theoretical amount

of SC protein that could have been collected (Fig. 11). Accordingly,

PE cheek would have 195 lg cm�2 and PP post-auricular site

555 lg cm�2 SC protein which corresponds to an estimated SC

thickness of 3.7 lm in PE cheek and 10.5 lm in PP post-auricular

site. Nine tape strips removed 67.5 � 6% (CV 8.9%) of the PE

cheek but only 29.0 � 1.9% (CV 6.5%) from the PP post-auricular

site. Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) was analysed for the SC

integrity as well as the cohesion and the CE maturity and the dif-

ferent approaches to determine CE maturity (Table 1). The CE

maturity as determined by involucrin (+) CEs showed a positive

Figure 6 Fluorescence images of CEs before

and after 10 min of sonication in PE cheek and

PP post-auricular. PE1 = CEs of cheek, tape

strip 1; PE9 = CEs of cheek, tape strip 9;

PP1 = CEs of post-auricular, tape strip 1;

PP9 = CEs of post-auricular, tape strip 9. Scale

bar=100 lm.
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correlation in PE cheek (r = 0.84) and a negative correlation with

the red/green ratio (r = �0.74), fluorescence density ratio

(r = �0.88) and the RCEM technique (r = �0.68). In the PP post-

auricular site, the CE maturity by involucrin (+) CEs (r = 0.15) and

fluorescence density ratio (r = 0.23) showed no correlation. The

current measurement for the red/green ratio showed a positive cor-

relation (r = 0.84), whereas the RCEM demonstrated a negative

correlation (r = �0.76) between SC integrity and CE maturity. The

correlation of SC cohesiveness and CE maturity showed a negative

correlation (r = �0.88) in PE cheek with a higher population of

involucrin (+) CEs and positive correlation in red/green ratio

(r = 0.84) and RCEM (r = 0.91) (Table 1). In the PP post-auricu-

lar, the RCEM demonstrated a positive correlation (r = 0.96)

between increased SC protein collection and mature CEs whereas

all others showed no correlation. This provides further confidence

in the sensitivity of our novel approach especially for the CE char-

acterization in the deeper SC layers of both anatomical sites.

Figure 7 CE Rigidity. Effect of sonication on CE rigidity in the SC layers.

(n = 14; one-way ANOVA, post-hoc Sidak–Holm test; ***p < 0.001, data

are shown as mean�SD).

Figure 8 CE Hydrophobicity. The fluorescence density was determined via

the image analysis of non-sonicated CEs. This represents the lipid density in

individual CEs of the PE cheek and PP post-auricular sites. (n = 14; one-way

ANOVA, post-hoc Sidak–Holm test; ***p < 0.001, data are shown as

mean�SD).

Figure 9 CE Surface area. The surface area was determined for each CE iso-

lated from the first and ninth tape of PE cheek and PP post-auricular sites.

(n = 14; one-way ANOVA, post-hoc Sidak–Holm test; ***p < 0.001, data

are shown as mean�SD).

Figure 10 Relative CE maturity PE cheek and PP post-auricular sites from

the first and ninth tape stripping. The RCEM determined from the hydropho-

bicity per CE surface area and rigidity shows the differences in CE maturity

between anatomical sites and depth (n = 14; one-way ANOVA, post-hoc

Sidak–Holm test; ***p < 0.001, data are shown as mean�SD).

Figure 11 Determination of the theoretical SC thickness and integrity. The

theoretical total amount of SC protein can be estimated at the x-intercept

indicating that SC content for the PE Cheek is 195 lg cm-2 and the corre-

sponding value for the PP Post-auricular site is 555 lg cm-2, consistent

with a higher SC integrity and thickness in PP post-auricular site (n = 14,

data are shown in mean�SD).
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Discussion

CE maturity analysis was originally based on morphology and

TRITC staining [7], whereas Hirao and colleagues assessed CE

maturity for the antigenicity for involucrin parallel to the Nile red

staining for lipids [10]. The percentage of involucrin (+) CEs is

indicative of CE immaturity in different skin conditions and ethnici-

ties [10]. More recently, an image analysis-based method was

developed to detect the overall red and green pixels for Nile red

stained lipids and involucrin-FITC images to determine a ratio

descriptive of corneocyte maturity. This approach has been applied

to PE cheek and PP post-auricular CEs from the superficial (first

tape) and deeper (ninth tape) SC layers of different ethnic groups to

discriminate differences in CE maturity [18].

In the present study, the two conventional methods and a new

method of evaluating CE hydrophobicity and mechanical integrity

were compared for their accuracy and sensitivity. The previously

reported red/green ratio approach showed a limitation in the dis-

crimination of CE maturity in the deeper SC layers of both anatom-

ical sites. Visual comparison shows a clear difference between PE9

and PP9; however, a ratio of the total red and green pixels of

images from these sites failed to detect this difference. The post-

auricular site has a higher protein content which might influence

the involucrin staining hence influencing the ratio towards the

immature CEs. The immunostaining for involucrin is a weakness of

this method as its expression levels vary within a CE population

and from the individual differences in participants [19, 20]. More-

over, the antibodies were reported to be applied in PBS [11, 12]

instead of in the presence of a blocking solution as in the original

protocol [10]. Depending on the antibody, this might not make a

dramatic difference as shown by Buchwalow and colleagues [21].

The same primary and secondary antibodies were used as previous

studies [11, 12] and evaluated in preliminary studies for the effect

of blocking in the current project but no differences were evident.

The challenges of image analysis result in a wide range of values

for the red/green ratios thus high standard errors and high CV’s

[11, 12, 22]. This is also the case when determining the percent-

age of involucrin (+) CEs [10, 13]. Moreover, comparing results

between these two methods showed clear differences. Although the

red/green ratio was capable of discriminating between photoex-

posed and non-photoexposed facial sites in tape 1 as reported previ-

ously [12], this method indicated no differences in CE maturity for

the deeper samples. However, using the percentage of involucrin

(+) CEs analysis approach does discriminate CE maturity at all SC

depths. The red/green ratio per CE surface area did not show any

significant differences in CE maturity in the lower layers of the SC

again indicating reduced sensitivity of this approach.

The CE surface area has previously been reported to be 500–
700 lm2 for corneocytes sampled from the cheek surface SC,

with no difference compared to the post-auricular site within the

same ethnic group [18]. The involucrin/Nile red staining showed

similar results (Fig. 4); however, our procedure demonstrated sig-

nificant differences in the CE surface area from the superficial SC

of PE cheek and PP post-auricular (Fig. 9).

Our new approach relies strongly on the surface area measure-

ment and characterization of morphology of CEs in terms of their

fragile-rigid appearance as well as their hydrophobicity and

mechanical integrity and as a result the milder CE isolation proto-

col as described by Koch et al. was chosen [8]. The dissociation buf-

fer with less salt and reducing agent and the washing buffer with

lower detergent allowed a milder isolation process [8] compared

with the harsher buffer of the original protocols [10] and, when

resuspended in PBS, the samples had a reduced background fluo-

rescence. In this present study, overall rigidity was assessed by

counting CEs according to their morphological appearance with

and without sonication. This mechanical stress revealed differences

in the proportion of immature and fragile CEs especially in the dee-

per SC layers of the PE cheek site. Interestingly, PP post-auricular

CEs seem to be less affected by mechanical stress for both the first

and ninth tape strippings indicating differences in the mechanical

stability probably mediated by crosslinking enzymes such as transg-

lutaminases or differences in CE protein composition. A decrease in

intact CEs was evident for the PE cheek CEs from the deeper SC

with changes in values of 84.0 � 4.3% at baseline to

36.4 � 5.4% (P < 0.001) after 10 min of sonication (data not

shown) resulting in a CE rigidity of 43.4 � 6.5% (P < 0.001). CEs

from the surface of the PE cheek and the both SC depths of the PP

post-auricular were more resistant to sonication. Although the

mechanical behaviour of CEs from the volar forearm has been

reported previously [7], the differences in facial CE rigidity with

increasing depth into the SC using sonication as a mechanical

challenge are reported here for the first time. This approach natu-

rally offers advantages to the involucrin (+) and red/green ratio

analyses as it precisely gives information of CE biomechanics and a

true indicator of the mechanical fragility of the CE’s that the other

two methods do not. Indeed the PP9 samples would be reported as

immature using conventional methodology but they are clearly not

immature in their response to mechanical stress.

The second assay in our approach was to determine the

hydrophobicity of the CE’s per unit surface area rather than in

relation to involucrin immunostaining. As variations were observed

in sonicated CEs, showing a higher fluorescence signal which

might result from rearrangement of lipids during the sonication

process only non-sonicated CE’s could be assessed. As expected, the

hydrophobicity of facial CEs increases significantly towards the

outer SC layers and as for the method of Hirao et al. [10, 13] dis-

crimination between the different facial sites and depths was possi-

ble but subtle differences were observed for the relative maturity in

CE’s between the two methods.

Table 1 Summary of Pearson’s correlation coefficients between SC integrity

and cohesion vs. CE maturity. The four methods of analysis were tested to

determine CE maturity and the SC integrity in PE cheek and PP post-auricular

sites.

Pearson correlation

coefficient

Inv (+)
CEs

Red/Green

ratio

Fluorescence

density ratio RCEM

PE Cheek

SC integrity vs.

CE maturity

0.84 �0.74 �0.88 �0.68

PP Post-Auricular

SC integrity vs.

CE maturity

0.15 0.84 �0.23 �0.76

PE Cheek

SC cohesiveness vs.

CE maturity

�0.88 0.84 �0.42 0.91

PP Post-Auricular

SC cohesiveness vs.

CE maturity

�0.13 0.16 0.11 0.96
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Within a component of our RCEM calculation, we consider the

SC barrier function is improved with increasing CE surface area

which is supported by a previous study [23]. In our study, the sur-

face area values of the CEs at the SC surface are indeed larger in

both anatomical sites although the PP post-auricular CEs were lar-

ger than the PE cheek CEs indicating increased photodamage to

the skin. However, the surface area of CEs from the ninth tape strip

of both anatomical sites was comparable. Our new approach shows

differences between the anatomical sites in the CE surface area in

the superficial SC layers that were not detectable by the involucrin

and Nile red staining.

Accordingly, we recommend that the RCEM should be deter-

mined according to the hydrophobicity of the CEs per unit surface

area and rigidity as described in Eq. (3). The three parameters

allow a more sensitive measurement of CE maturity than the con-

ventional measurement of the red/green ratio and percentage of

involucrin (+) CEs. The subtle depth differences in the PP site

remain possibly due to similar mechanical characteristics of the

CE’s at the two depths but now even further discrimination is

shown on the PE sites by our approach that considers the differ-

ences in hydrophobicity and the CE mechanical stability. As dis-

cussed previously, the red/green ratio method lacks the sensitivity

to discriminate between CE’s sampled from the deeper layers of the

SC. Taking this new approach, the PP9 samples share similar CE

hydrophobic and mechanical maturity properties to PE1 which is

also reflected in the TEWL values.

All four methods showed a correlation between CE maturity and

SC integrity in the PE cheek site. However, in the PP post-auricular

site, there is a negative correlation with the RCEM for mature CEs

and TEWL which reflects the increased SC integrity with CE matu-

rity. The involucrin (+) CE, red/green ratio and RCEM showed a posi-

tive correlation between higher cumulative protein content and

more mature CEs, indicating decreased SC cohesion with CE

maturity. Interestingly, the RCEM is the only index amongst the

approaches evaluated in this study that showed a positive correlation

between CE maturity and SC cohesion. This is a further confirmation

of the sensitivity of our novel approach especially for the CE charac-

terization in the deeper SC layers of both anatomical sites.

Nevertheless, PE cheek corneocytes rigidify as they move

towards the SC surface but they seem unable to gain increased

hydrophobicity to the same extent as PP post-auricular corneo-

cytes indicating UV-induced differences in SC enzymology

between the studied facial sites. This is supported by the recent

mass-spectrometric protein analysis of PE cheek and PP post-

auricular SC [20]. As suggested by these studies, differences in

the levels of 12R-lipoxygenase which primes the free omega-

hydroxy ceramides for the transglutaminase-mediated hydropho-

bic enhancement of the CE’s are lowered in photoexposed sites

[20, 24]. Equally, reduced levels of loricrin may account for the

increased fragility of the CE’s [20].

In conclusion, as for previous studies, our findings suggest that

the PP post-auricular SC is thicker and less compromised by tape

strippings compared to the PE cheek [25]. However, for the first

time, we demonstrated differences in CE rigidity between the PE

cheek and PP post-auricular sites as well as differences in

hydrophobicity. We propose the RCEM as a robust and sensitive

assessment of CE maturity.
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